arrangement of these symbols into some meaningful structure. Medical knowledge representation has traditionally focused more on the structure than the symbols. Several significant efforts are under way, at local, national, and international levels, to address the representation of the symbols though the creation of high-quality terminologies that are themselves knowledge based. This paper reviews these efforts, including the Medical Entities Dictionary (MED) in use at Columbia University and the New York Presbyterian Hospital. A decade's experience with the MED is summarized to serve as a proof-of-concept that knowledge-based terminologies can support the use of coded patient data for a variety of knowledge-based activities, including the improved understanding of patient data, the access of information sources relevant to specific patient care problems, the application of expert systems directly to the care of patients, and the discovery of new medical knowledge. The terminological knowledge in the MED has also been used successfully to support clinical application development and maintenance, including that of the MED itself. On the basis of this experience, current efforts to create standard knowledgebased terminologies appear to be justified.
One approach to such representation is knowledge representation, a collection of techniques drawn from computer science. There are many such techniques, but they all share a common approach of using symbols (usually represented with terms from a controlled terminology) and structures for arranging the symbols. In this paper, I review some of these techniques and examine how medical informaticians are applying them to the task of representing knowledge about the symbols (that is, the terminologies) themselves. I illustrate the advantages of this approach with examples drawn from the work of my colleagues and myself at Columbia University, to show how a knowledge-based terminology can help us get raw patient data ''by the right names'' and set us on the path to knowledge, to:
Ⅲ Gain a better understanding of our patients Ⅲ Access knowledge relevant to the care of our patients Ⅲ Enable the use of smart systems to apply knowlThis material was originally published in the Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association. Presentation of this material by James J. Cimino is made possible by a limited license grant from the American Medical Informatics Association ("AMIA") which has retained all copyrights in the contribution.
edge to the care of our patients Ⅲ Discover new knowledge from health data Such knowledge can also be used, it turns out, to manage complex clinical applications, including the maintenance of the terminological knowledge itself.*
Knowledge Representation in Medicine
Representation of medical knowledge was one of the first tasks addressed at the advent of medical informatics, starting with Ledley and Lusted's landmark paper 2 describing the use of punch cards for indicating relationships between diseases and their manifestations. Since then, informaticians have drawn on computer science for a variety of techniques. Occasionally the influence has flowed in the opposite direction, as with Shortliffe and colleagues' MYCIN project. 3 A full review of knowledge representation methods is beyond the scope of this paper; however, one comparative study will serve to illustrate some of the general principles.
Starren and Xie
4 examined a guideline for cholesterol management and represented it using three different formalisms: PROLOG (a first-order logic-based system), CLASSIC (a frame-based system), and CLIPS (a production rule-based system). The authors concluded that ''all three representations proved adequate for encoding the guideline.'' Despite the differences in notation, the underlying symbols used in the schemes were essentially the same. This suggests that while the structure chosen for representing knowledge may be important for practical considerations such as execution efficiency, the real heart of the knowledge lies in the symbols themselves. In fact, van der Lei and Musen 5 have argued that typical rulebased systems do not encode true medical knowledge.
Knowledge-based Terminology Representation
Knowledge-based systems, and medical computing systems in general, have traditionally treated the coded terms they use as simple placeholders for concepts that are understood by the users of the systems but not by the systems themselves. 6, 7 As systems have become more sophisticated, their terminology needs have grown. At first, it was sufficient to turn to large, existing, standard terminologies to avoid the need to *Knowledge-based systems typically reason about some part of the world outside their knowledge base but not about the information contained in their knowledge bases; that is, they are usually not introspective. 1 create them for each application. These terminologies offered little in the way for formal representation, beyond simple strict hierarchies. Eventually, these schemes were found to be inadequate, and informatics researchers began seeking ways to use knowledge to represent the terminologies themselves in order to support better comprehension, use, and maintenance. 1 Like other knowledge representation tasks, the choice of formats for terminological knowledge differed from application to application. My colleagues and I 1, 8 chose a frame-based representation for terminology, as did Masarie et al. 9 Bernauer 10,11 used an object-oriented approach expressed with conceptual graphs. These two approaches, shown in Figure 1 , and their variations have become the most widely used representation schemes.
Over the past decade, knowledge-based representation of terminologies has accelerated. These techniques have been applied to existing terminologies in order to make them more understandable and, hence, usable. Campbell and Musen 12 demonstrated that the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED) could be represented using conceptual graphs in a way that offered the potential for more consistent SNOMED coding. This theoretic approach has been applied to a large project to expand SNOMED content with the Convergent Medical Terminology (CMT) project between Kaiser Permanente and the Mayo Clinic. 13 More recently, Spackman et al. 14 have described significant efforts by the College of American Pathologists to represent SNOMED terms with logicbased descriptions. Bakken et al. 15 have used a similar approach to represent several nursing terminologies.
In contrast, some researchers have addressed the knowledge representation issue before creating actual content. Rector et al. 16 have undertaken the GALEN project to provide a foundation for representing terminologies that can span the multiple languages encompassed by the European Community. Using a representation language called GRAIL, they have developed a coding reference (CORE) model for defining ways of assembling medical terms. A number of experiments are under way to test the usefulness of their formalisms. For example, Brown et al. 17 have described the efforts of the National Health Service in the United Kingdom to represent definitional knowledge of the Read Codes using the GALEN model. Hardiker and Rector 18 have also used GRAIL to represent terms from nursing terminologies.
As new, special-purpose terminologies have arisen, their creators have begun turning to knowledge-based F i g u r e 1 Two representations of the medical concept ''Serum Glucose Test,'' using frame-based (top) and conceptual graph (bottom) formalisms. In each case, the other terms (''Laboratory Test,'' ''Serum Specimen,'' and ''Glucose'') are also controlled terms represented with their own knowledge. representations. The Logical Observations, Identifiers, Names, and Codes (LOINC) project, described by Huff et al., 19 started with a formal representation of the definitions of laboratory tests, using an approach that is similar to (but much richer than) the examples given in Figure 1 . This approach has facilitated the adoption and use of LOINC across multiple institutions. 20, 21 In the domain of drug terminologies, used by pharmacy systems, commercial efforts have focused on representing knowledge about pharmaceutical products that includes definitional information about ingredients and formulation (T. McNamara, C. Broverman, K. Eckert, M. Moore: personal communications, 1998, 1999).
The creation of terminological knowledge bases has led to development of knowledge-based tools for supporting their development and use. A vocabulary server called VOSER has been described by Rocha et al. 22 for use at the LDS Hospital, Rector et al. 23 have described the GALEN server, and Chute et al. 24 have recently enumerated the minimum desirable characteristics for vocabulary servers. Knowledge-based editing tools have been developed for terminology construction by Mays et al. 25 and have been adapted as part of the Gálapagos tools set by Campbell et al. 13 for use on the CMT (convergent medical terminology) project.
No description of terminological efforts would be complete without inclusion of the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS). Originally envisioned as a way ''to improve the ability of computer programs to 'understand' the biomedical meaning in user inquiries and to use this understanding to retrieve and integrate relevant machine-readable information for users,'' 26 it has initially been focused on the more modest goal of supporting ''the development of userfriendly systems that can effectively retrieve and integrate relevant information from disparate machinereadable sources.'' 27 The UMLS provides a knowledge base not about the meanings of terms, per se, but about models used by existing source terminologies and how they relate to one another. So, for example, the information the UMLS provides about a laboratory test term will include which source terminologies it comes from, which terms it is related to in the hierarchies of those source terminologies, what its synonyms and lexical forms are, and which other terms it is related to in some source terminology. It does not, however, strive to provide definitional information (such as what the test measures are or what its specimen is) unless that information is available from a source terminology.
The Medical Entities Dictionary
The knowledge-based terminology effort at Columbia University and the New York Presbyterian Hospital 1 has grown into a repository called the Medical Entities Dictionary (MED). 28 It currently contains some 60,000 concepts organized into a semantic network of frame-based term descriptions. Terms are drawn from those used in laboratory, pharmacy, radiology, and billing systems. It includes 208,000 synonyms, 84,000 hierarchic relations, 114,000 other semantic relations, and 66,000 mappings to other terminologies, includ-ing the UMLS and LOINC. The relationships in the network provide definitional knowledge about the individual terms. For example, laboratory test terms are linked (via ''substance-measured'' relationships) to chemicals they measure, medication terms are linked (via ''has-ingredient'' relationships) to their chemical ingredients, and diseases terms are related (via ''haslocation'' relationships) to their body locations. Figure  2 provides some examples of this knowledge.
The MED was constructed to serve the primary purpose of a repository for codes and terms used by clinical applications to represent data in the clinical data repository. 29 The knowledge included in the MED was originally intended to support intelligent vocabulary management tools. However, as the repository grew and the data in it were reused in a variety of ways, the MED knowledge was reused as well. In many cases, the MED served as a convenient repository for additional knowledge used by various applications, and so it grew to serve as a tight link between clinical applications and the terminologies used by them.
Application of Knowledge-based Terminology: Proof of Concepts
Over the years, application developers, researchers, and students have shown great creativity in exploiting the MED model and its content. For this paper, I have collected their work and attempted to summarize the kinds of roles the MED has played in bridging between the data encoded with its terms and the advancement of some aspects of human knowledge. Much of this work is anecdotal, so far as the MED is concerned; there are undoubtedly other terminological models that could have supported the various projects described here. However, taken in aggregate, I believe they provide substantial evidence that knowledge-based terminologies have great potential for furthering the goals of medical informatics.
Merging Data and Application Knowledge
Knowledge about the operation of clinical applications may be stated in written documentation, but is only occasionally described using formal modeling tools. Although the MED was not intended for application modeling, developers of the Decision-supported Outpatient Practice (DOP) application found it useful to include the various laboratory data spreadsheets as concepts in the MED. 30 Because each spreadsheet was linked in the MED to the appropriate test classes (each of which corresponded to a row in the spreadsheet), DOP was able to display test results dynamically, such that the addition of new tests and spreadsheets to the MED could be handled without modification to the program. When a new Web-based application (called WebCIS) was developed to replace DOP, the same knowledge in the MED was reused to support display of laboratory test results. 31 Figure 3 shows sample displays from both applications.
While the use of the MED knowledge was automated and dynamic, its maintenance was manual and tedious. Elhanan, 32 who was charged with this duty, viewed the task as a knowledge engineering problem and sought to find ways to use the knowledge to support the acquisition of new knowledge about the problem domain (i.e., the relations between test terms and spreadsheets). The result was an expert system that could be used to automatically audit the application knowledge in the MED, support its maintenance, and ultimately drive the performance of the clinical applications. It would, for example, identify tests that could not be displayed by any spreadsheet and make suggestions about how to link them to existing spreadsheets.
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Smarter Retrievals from the Record
Specific knowledge about patients is crucial to their care. Although the aggregation of data in the clinical record holds much of this knowledge, the amount and organization of the data can render the knowledge obscure. Because the MED contains knowledge about how data are coded in the record, Zeng 33 sought to supplement the MED with knowledge about how these data might be aggregated into concept-oriented views of the medical record-for example, with respect to a particular patient problem. She was able to extract information from other existing knowledge bases and reuse it in the MED. From this information, she was able to generate queries automatically to extract problem-specific data from the record. She was then able to assemble them into views that were demonstrably better than the more traditional time-oriented views. For example, if a user specifies interest in the problem ''Pulmonary Heart Disease,'' the application will identify test results that measure relevant substances (such as oxygen and carbon dioxide), reports on examinations of relevant body parts (such as cardiograms and chest x-rays), and medication orders ( Figure 4 ) that are relevant to the treatment of the condition.
''Just-in-Time'' Education
When an information need arises during the course of caring for a patient, an opportunity arises to supply specific knowledge to meet that need and, in the process, educate the clinician. Referred to as ''just-in-time education'' (G. O. Barnett, personal communication, 1997), computer systems can assist with this task if they have sufficient knowledge about the context of care to anticipate the information need and if they have enough information about potential resources to help direct the clinician. They can also facilitate retrieval of the specific relevant information by using data about the patient to seed the search strategy. We have used the MED to support such tasks through a variety of applications that we refer to collectively as ''infobuttons.''
The first such application used the MED, together with the UMLS, to provide translations from diagnosis and procedure codes in a patient's record to MeSH terms for searching the medical literature. 34 Al-F i g u r e 4 A concept-oriented view of a patient's medical record, generated from Medical Entities Dictionary knowledge. In this example, the problem of interest is pulmonary heart disease, and the data displayed are a subset of medication orders.
though the application did manage to carry out automatic MEDLINE searches, the technical process was awkward and unreliable. The advent of the World Wide Web has greatly simplified our ability to integrate online resources with our clinical information system. As a result, several different infobuttons have been created to link coded data 35 and text reports 36 to relevant resources such as PubMed, pharmacology reference books, and library materials in Utah, Wisconsin, and England.
Expert Systems
A centerpiece of our clinical information system has been the clinical decision support system. 37 The MED supports this system by integrating the relatively high-level terms used in decision rules (such as ''Blood Sugar'') with the relatively low-level terms used in the clinical record (such as ''Stat Whole Blood Glucose Test''). Through this integration, the task of rule authoring is insulated from the occasional, and even day-to-day, changes that occur in the terminologies used to record patient data. The MED also plays a role in the end-to-end process of parsing and coding test reports for evaluation by rules searching for clinical conditions. In one study, by Hripcsak et al., 38 the system reliably detected the evidence of six conditions of interest in 200 reports at a rate that was indistinguishable from expert human reviewers.
A long-held model for applying knowledge to patient care has been the expert system, in which expert knowledge is encoded in a system and brought to bear on specific patient problems when relevant data are supplied to the system. Elhanan et al. 39 used the MED to convert laboratory results into findings recognized by a diagnostic expert system called DXplain. 40 The terms were converted by linking test terms (such as ''Serum Sodium Test'') to measurable substances (such as ''Sodium''), which were, in turn, linked to findings (such as ''Hyponatremia'' and ''Hypernatremia''). In this way, a panel of test results could be converted to a patient description and passed to DXplain to obtain a differential diagnosis ( Figure 5 ).
Automated guidelines are another form of expert system that has been successfully integrated with our clinical systems. Applications that encode the guidelines for cholesterol management 41 and mammography recommendations 42 have been integrated into the PatCIS (Patient Clinical Information System) project. 43 Users of the system can have their data automatically retrieved from their records, converted to the appropriate forms, and passed to the guideline programs to obtain results with a minimum of interaction with the guideline logic.
Data Mining
The clinical record holds knowledge that has implications beyond the care of individual patients. By studying patterns and trends through a process known as data mining, it is possible to generate new medical knowledge from patient data. The MED has supported such efforts directly though its coding of the patient record. For example, Wilcox and Hripcsak 44 have used the MED, together with natural language processing, to identify patient records of interest for clinical studies. These researchers have also used knowledge in the MED to construct tools that use terminological knowledge to help would-be data miners understand what data are in the medical record, how they are coded, and how best to retrieve them.
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Terminology Maintenance and Use
The knowledge in the MED was originally included to support intelligent terminology maintenance tools. This knowledge has, indeed, been used for this purpose. Terminologies from disparate laboratory systems at Presbyterian Hospital were successfully merged and a tool was created to support automated update of the pharmacy terminology in the MED. This tool also proved useful for detecting discrepancies in the pharmacy's terminology, particularly with regard to missing allergy information. 46 More recently, the MED has supported the integration of information from disparate systems as Presbyterian Hospital merged with New York Hospital (unpublished data). Other tools have been developed to facilitate the browsing and visualization tasks needed by terminology editors. 47 These tools have been used successfully to help correct errors and inconsistencies in the MED and to improve its comprehensibility. 48 
Discussion
Knowledge representation in medical informatics has a rich history. While much of the previous work has been focused on how to organize symbols into knowledge, the representation of the symbols themselves has turned out to be as important, if not more important, for supporting the use of knowledge in practical systems. One can theorize that the lackluster adoption of artificial intelligence systems in health care may be due in part to failure to ascribe proper importance to ''getting things by their right name.'' In any case, many terminology developers today are committing extensive resources to the task of knowledge representation because they believe that this approach will serve them well in managing their products and serve their clients well in using their products. Time will tell whether the extra effort is worthwhile. The recently announced merger of the Read Codes and SNOMED 49 will be particularly interesting to watch, since each includes definitional knowledge that is (theoretically) interchangeable and may support the merging process.
The MED at Columbia University and the New York Presbyterian Hospital is but one example of a knowledge-based terminology, and a rather modest one in comparison with current efforts elsewhere. However, it does serve as a proof-of-concept for the general approach, and we have had a decade of experience in building and using it. From that experience, we can offer anecdotal evidence that the effort to include knowledge in a terminology is, indeed, worth it. The knowledge in the terminology lets us take coded patient data and arrive at knew knowledge in several ways.
First, we can gain knowledge about the patient. Although clinicians may claim that they need to know all the data about a patient to make appropriate decisions, human memory is simply no match for the amount of information modern medicine is capable of generating about a complex patient. By using knowledge about the meaning of the data, we can retrieve, filter, and organize them in more intelligent ways, which are appropriate to the task at hand and reduce cognitive overload. 33 Second, patient data are potentially useful for pointing us to relevant information resources; they are more likely to be useful if they can be translated or mapped to a form that can be used to search a resource. For example, a serum sodium test result of 120 cannot be used to retrieve useful MEDLINE citations by searching PubMed for ''120'' or even by searching for ''serum sodium test.'' Knowing that the test result is related to a term that is recognized by PubMed, such as ''hyponatremia,'' provides the necessary bridge between patient data and the knowledge available in the medical literature.
Third, we finally have an opportunity to bring expert systems to bear directly on the task of patient care. These systems are typically constructed using terms that are appropriate for medical decisions but not equivalent to those appearing in the medical record. 50 As a result, using expert systems requires human translation and transfer of the information from the medical record to the system. 51 The ability to translate terms as originally envisioned by the UMLS developers, 26 coupled with the ease of integrating applications on the Web, offers exciting potential for expert systems to find practical use in everyday patient care.
Fourth, the medical records of patients contain invaluable information about the human condition that can inform clinical research. However, to mine the gems from these data, we need to know where to look and how to recognize what we find. At least in the MED's case, knowledge-based approaches are helping support both these tasks. 44, 45 Finally, the development of complex medical applications to support patient care demands its own type of knowledge about how all the pieces fit together. In our case, this includes the task of maintaining the MED knowledge itself. The incorporation of such knowledge into the MED has implications beyond its simple symmetry; it facilitates the use of expert systems to audit the knowledge and applications to verify that they will function as intended. The example of discovering missing allergy information in the pharmacy system is of more than theoretic interest: it is a concrete example of how MED knowledge about itself can have a potentially life-saving impact on patient care.
Although not originally intended as a data dictionary, information about the clinical repository's tables and columns, and their interdependencies, has been added to the MED. This knowledge has the potential to support database administrators and system developers in their understanding of how coded data relate to the database structure (S. B. Johnson, personal communication, 1999). The advantages of having the database model represented as a collection of concepts, integrated with the concepts stored in the database, seem likely. For example, subsets of the MED can be reused in different parts of the database. Also, if the data model is changed, the impact on the terminology should be apparent, and vice versa. However, it is too early to tell how this form of knowledge will prove most useful.
Terminology requirements, as stated by researchers in terminological work, were recently collected and summarized as set of ''desiderata.'' 52 Two short years ago, I was unable to predict ''whether the semantic, definitional information provided by [terminology] developers will be minimal, complete, or somewhere in between.'' Cautious optimism now suggests that current efforts are moving toward the ''complete'' end of the spectrum. Getting there will require change, compromise, and overcoming technical, epistemological, and political hurdles. As we move forward, we will do well to recall the namesake for the terminology desiderata:
Go placidly amid the noise and haste, and remember what peace there may be in silence. As far as possible, without surrender, be on good terms with all persons.
-Desiderata, MAX EHRMANN, 1927
